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True-to-life floors
The versatile collection of LVT floors from TFD have true-to-life decors. Among other things
a register embossing plank finish is used. By this we mean that the relief of the plank corresponds
to the print. This is called Embossed In Register (EIR), or register embossing. The floors have
beautiful structures such as wood, stone, concrete and marble, in an extensive color palette.
Through new innovative techniques, the grain is clearly visible and adds depth and character
to the floor.
Our designers find their creative inspiration in nature and follow the important trends in the
field of fashion, interior design and architecture. Through unique combinations of advanced
techniques, color treatments and layering and the right choice of plank finish (matt, glossy
or satin), a surprising collection of natural-looking floors has been developed.

At TFD you will find true-to-life
LVT floors with unique designs
for every interior, both trendy,
industrial, modern, rustic and classic.
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TFD a
toughtfull choice
A flooring directly determines the whole atmosphere of a room in a living environment,
regardless of whether it is a living space or workplace. A thoughtful choice for ease of use,
quality, durability and application possibilities make the floor reflect your personality. TFD has
been an expert in the production of LVT floors for many years. The LVT floors from TFD are true
to nature, warm and contemporary, pleasantly soft and wear-resistant hard, in wood and stone
decor and yet strikingly sound damping. With a TFD floor, a space comes to life.

Sustainable and future-oriented
We strive for sustainability, clean production, good working conditions for our employees and
refuse any form of child labour. TFD floors consist solely of so-called Virgin PVC’s. These are pure
first quality PVC’s, not polluted by lesser qualities. Our LVT floors can be 100% recycled. This is
how we see the future, taking care of the environment and the well-being of our customers.

For private and project use
The strong, wear-resistant LVT floors from TFD are very suitable for both the project market
and for the private market. A wide choice of different decors and laying options offer our floors
something for everyone. You can choose from bonding, click, loose lay or our magnetic system.

TFD a thoughtful choice for a comfortable, sustainable floor!
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Easy and cost-saving reducing maintenance



Moisture and dirt proof



Sound reduction



Anti allergy



Suitable for under-floor heating and cooling

New in the
collection

Espina

The collection of LVT floors from TFD
is regularly expanded with new floors,
designs and colors. The floors below are
new in our range.
Like all floors in our collection, these new
LVT floors are made from Virgin PVC’s and
are not contaminated by lesser qualities.
These new floors also can be recycled.

Balance

Marble

Espina

Marble
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Futura 39-1

Futura

Futura 39-1

Futura 39-3

Futura 39-5

Futura 39-2

Futura 39-12

Futura 40-6

This floor from the TFD collection has a matt look, a refined embossing and
a natural design. The various shades match well with light and dark woods.
The board fits in with the current trend development to combine different
living styles. In addition, the length effect of the 1.5 m planks increases the
optical perception of the room.

Futura 40-8

Futura
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

228 x 1524 mm
2.5 mm
0.55 mm
4.18 m²
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Easy 3

Easy

Easy 2

Easy 3

This floor is light in nature. The Easy reflects
uncomplicated enjoyment. Due to the refined
structure, this floor can be used in various
living styles. The Easy effortlessly connects
the various elements of your interior. This floor
easily adapts to its environment and gives your
interior a soft, inviting and friendly appearance.
In addition, the Easy, like all our LVT floors, is
very user-friendly and easy to maintain.

Easy 4

Easy
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

228 x 1219 mm
2.5 mm
0.55mm
3.34 m²
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Experience 3

Experience

Experience 3

Experience 2

Experience 1

Experience 6

Experience 7

The weathered nature of this LVT floor reflects a story. The design of these
floor gives the impression that they have already had a lifetime behind
them. This experience is enhanced by the image of earlier processing. The
Experience comes into its own in an industrial living style that is characterized by natural and sturdy elements. Due to the neutral colors with
striking accents, this floor combines well with materials such as metal, steel,
leather, concrete, bricks and wood.

Experience 1 & 2
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

229 x 1219 mm
2.5 mm
0.55 mm
3.34 m²

Experience 3, 4, 5, 6
Size:
229 x 1498 mm
Thickness:
2.5 mm
Wearlayer:
0.55 mm
Package content:
4.11 m²

4x

Experience 4
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MS Stone 1609

Creative Stone

MS Stone 1609

This floor is distinguished by a bold
design, which ensures a creative
appearance of your interior. The Creative Stone has a distinct character
through the special adaptations of the
“stone look”. The oxidized effect and
weathered concrete gives an experimental and surprising image of the
space and comes fully into its own in an
industrial living style. The special finish
gives this LVT floor a rich appearance.
Be inspired by the endless possibilities
of this floor.

MS Stone 1614

Stone 1

MS Stone
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

914 x 914 mm
2.5 mm
0.55 mm
4.18 m² / 3,34

Stone 8
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Firm 6

Firm
This floor has a sturdy and robust
appearance. It reflects the outdoors.
The clear drawing and embossing
of the floor has a natural character.
With the Firm you bring the outdoor
feeling inside. This LVT floor brings
the experience of nature into your
home. It fits in well with the trend
to use natural shapes, large house
plants and unfinished materials in
interior styles. The Firm brings the
interior to life.
Firm 8

Firm 5

Firm
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

Firm 4

Firm 6

4x

229 x 1498 mm
2.5 mm
0.55 mm
4.11 m²
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Rigid Core

Just Click collection

Meet the new click floors from TFD. The strong Rigid Just Click LVT floor can be used in both the private and
contract market. They combine the best of both worlds: the ease of use of LVT and the simple installation process
of a click floor. Rigid Just Click is 5.5 mm thick with a wear layer of 0.55 mm.
The embossing gives the designs a true-to-life appearance. The Rigid Core collection is strong and stable.
Just as with the production of (dryback) LVT floors, we also use a recipe without phthalates as plasticizers for
our Rigid collection. Instead, we have opted for alternatives that have not been found to be harmful to human
health and the environment. All our floors consist of Virgin PVC’s. These are pure first-class PVC’s that are not
contaminated by lesser qualities. Making these LVT floors 100% recyclable.

Our floors are ready for the future.

Heritage
Elements
16

Structure
Rigid just
click

UV-coating
Wear layer 0.55 mm thick
Design film
Rigid core layer
Sound insulation layer

Living

Steady
17
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Heritage 7

Heritage

Also available
as dry back

Rigid Just Click

The Heritage is part of the Just Click collection. The warm appearance is characteristic for this floor. The Heritage
exudes a full and rich character due to the various tones. This LVT floor creates a history to your interior. As a
charac teristic element, the Heritage fits in well with a living style with sturdy and vintage accents where unexpected combinations predominate. This floor matches with the interior style to combine materials such as coarse
fabrics, sanded leather, unfinished wood and various types of natural stone to your heart’s content.

Heritage 2

A

C

B

Heritage 3

A

C

B

Heritage 7

Heritage 6

A

C

B

A

A

Heritage A
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

B

Heritage B
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

C

Heritage C
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

Size A: 126 x 1492 mm

Size B: 178 x 1492 mm

C

B
4x

126 x 1492 mm
5.5 mm
0.55 mm
2.26 m²
4x

178 x 1492
5.5 mm
0.55 mm
2.13 m²
4x

230 x 1492 mm
5.5 mm
0.55 mm
2.06 m²

Size C: 230 x 1492 mm
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Elements 1608

Elements
Rigid Just Click

The Elements is part of the Just Click collection. This LVT floor has a “natural stone” appearance. As if it is shaped
and ground by the earthly elements, the Elements has a solid and soft character. The shade of earthy colors and
the appearance of honest and natural material form a pure basis for your interior. By combining this floor with raw
wood, linen and black steel, a balanced image is created in the room, which gives a feeling of peace and relaxation.

Elements 1603

B

A

B

Elements 1605

B

A

B

A
Size A: 115 x 610 mm

B

Elements 1608

B

Elements A
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:
Elements B
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

A

B

4x

115 x 610 mm
5.5 mm
0.55 mm
2.09 m²
4x

228 x 1219 mm
5.5 mm
0.55 mm
2.23 m²

Size B: 228 x 1219 mm
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Living
Rigid Just Click

The Living is part of the Just Click
collection. This floor fits well in a
light living environment. Where
enjoying the moment and the sense
of freedom is an art of living. The airy
appearance of the Living creates a
homely atmosphere. This LVT floor
is very suitable for lavish living
styles and thanks to its neutral color
scheme, ensures coherence in the
room. It can be effortlessly combined
with colorful and soft materials,
giving your interior an optimistic,
warm and radiant character. In addition, the length effect of the extra
long planks (1.79m) increases the
optical perception of the room.

Living 1606

Living 1605

Living 1604

Living 1613

Living
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

178 x 1792 mm
5.5 mm
0.55 mm
1.92 m²
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Steady
Rigid Just Click

The Steady is part of the
Just Click collection. This
floor with a robust concrete
appearance gives a solid
foundation to your interior.
The characteristic structure of
the Steady creates a powerful
interior image. This LVT floor
matches the raw atmosphere
that is reflected in interiors
such as an industrial living
style. When the Steady is
combined with roughened
metal, steel and leather, this
floor comes into its own.

Steady 5406

B

A

B

B

A
Size A: 115 x 610 mm

B
Size B: 228 x 1219 mm

Steady 5402

Steady A
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:
Steady B
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

A

B

4x

115 x 610 mm
5.5 mm
0.55 mm
2.09 m²
4x

228 x 1219 mm
5.5 mm
0.55 mm
2.23 m²

Ossis Rigid
Rigid Just Click
The Ossis Rigid collection from TFD is
a floor that can be laid in a herringbone pattern. The planks are slanted and perpendicular to each other.
The cascading pattern resembles the
bone of a fish – hence the name. The
somewhat narrower planks lie at an
angle of 90 degrees against each
other.
With the Ossis herringbone floor
collection you create dynamics in
the room and the pattern gives a
timeless and luxurious look to your
interior.

Ossis Rigid R06

Ossis Ridid R02

Ossis Rigid R05

Ossis Rigid R08

Ossis Rigid R10

Verkrijgbaar in visgraat
Ossis R02/ R05/ R06/ R08/ R10
Size:
120 x 720 mm
Thickness:
6,0 mm
Wearlayer:
0,55 mm
Package content:
0,86 m²

Ossis 4

The Ossis collection can be
installed as a herringbone
pattern and also as a straight
plank, or a combination of
both. With or without border
strip and joint strip for a nice
contrast. The different color
shades can also be combined
for a lively look.

Ossis 5

Ossis 16
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Ossis 17

Ossis 18

Ossis 18

Ossis

Ossis 5

Ossis 6

Ossis 7260-2

Wider boards of Ossis 4,5 and 6 are also available with which a larger (wal) herringbone pattern can be laid.

Ossis 7260-3

Verkrijgbaar in visgraat
Ossis 7260-2 / 7260-3
Size:
101,6 x 609,6 mm
Thickness:
3,0 mm
Wearlayer:
0,70 mm
Package content:
3,34 m² (1,2,3)
2,97 m² (16, 17, 18)

4x

Ossis 4 / 5 / 6 / 16 / 17 / 18
Size:
101,6 x 609,6 mm
Thickness:
2,5 mm
Wearlayer:
0,55
Package content:
3,96 m² / 2,97 m²
Ook leverbaar in lange planken
19009 (Ossis 4)
1616-9 (Ossis 16)
19010 (Ossis 5)
1617-9 (Ossis 17)
19011 (Ossis 6)
1618-9 (Ossis 18)
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

Ossis 16

Ossis 17

Ossis 18

Ossis 4

Ossis 5

228 x 1219 mm
2,5 mm
0,55 mm
3,34 m² / 4,14 m²

Ossis 6
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Hungarian Point 1618

Hungarian Point
The zigzag pattern of the Hungarian
Point, brings visual dynamics in the
optical experience. In origin it was
a classic installing pattern for many
wooden floors, now it’s back in the
interior as an actual modern design
in LVT flooring, which fits very well
in a sleek interior. In comparison
to the installation method of the
herringbone, the Hungarian point
creates a much calmer look. Our
Hungarian point, as flooring, makes
impact and assures style.
Hungarian Point 1616

Hungarian Point 1618

Hungarian Point
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

Hungarian Point 1617

Hungarian Point 1628

4x

133.4 x 800.1 mm
2.5 mm
0.55 mm
2.67 m²

Hungarian Point 16
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+
Woven L
With this floor design is interwoven with technology. The Woven is made of woven
PVC yarns. Due to the very strong fiber and the fine weave, the floor is very suitable
for intensive use and durable in terms of lifespan. The EPT™ top layer treatment
provides antibacterial protection. The surface of the floor feels soft and sounddamping, easy to clean and protected against discoloration. In addition, the reliable
EPT™ core structure contributes to the stability of the Woven. This floor needs to be
glued. A formulation without phthalates is used as plasticizers for the production
of this floor. Instead, we have opted for alternatives that have not been found to be
harmful to human health and the environment
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Ombre 403

+
Woven L

Ombre
401

Ombre
402

Ombre
403

Ombre
404

Ombre
405

Ombre
406

Herringbone
501

Herringbone
502

Herringbone
503

Herringbone
504

Herringbone
505

Herringbone
506

+
Woven L
Size:
Thickness:
Package content:

250 x 1000 mm
3.0 mm
4.00 m²
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Style Register
Available in 3,0 mm Register
dryback (glueable) en Rigid Core
5.0 mm x 0.3 mm.

7260-2

7260-3

7260-13

7260-4

7260dryback (gluable)
Size:
228 x 1219 mm
Thickness:
3,0 mm
Wearlayer:
0,7 mm
Package content:
3,34 m²
7260-14
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4x

7260-12

Rigid Core 7260
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

218 x 1210 mm
4,0 mm + 1,0 mm IXPE
0,3 mm
2,64 m²

29-01

UV-coating
Transparent top layer
Design film layer
Rigid PVC-layer
Sound proof layer
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PRO 1

PRO 6

PRO 11
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PRO 7

Style Pro

PRO 2

PRO 3

PRO 4

PRO 5

PRO 7

PRO 8

PRO 9

PRO 10

A collection of floors with a natural wood structure.
Experience the look of a wooden floor with the comfort
of a LVT floor!

PRO 12

PRO 13

PRO
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

228 x 1219 mm
2.5 mm
0.55 mm
3.34 m²
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PRO SHARON 2

Style Pro Sharon
Feel and see the natural stone structure in
a TFD floor. This floor can be delivered in a
Dry-Back or in a Click version.

PRO SHARON 1

PRO SHARON 2

PRO SHARON 3

PRO SHARON 4

PRO SHARON 5

PRO SHARON
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

457 x 914 mm
2.5 mm
0.55 mm
3.34 m²
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Style Stone & Marble

RM 3110

All kind of minerals and stone in
different features, like concrete,
limestone, natural, marble, were
the inspiration for our actual stone
collection in LVT flooring. With this
collection you can create your own
contemporary look in your home,
business of recreational area, in
small, large or XL available.

Concrete
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

914 x 914 mm
2,5 mm
0,55 mm
3,34 m²

RS 631 / RM 3110 / TFD-3398
Size:
457 x 610 mm
Thickness:
2,5 mm
Wearlayer:
0,55 mm
Package content:
3,34 m²
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4x

Concrete 9

Concrete 10

TFD 1350

TFD-3398

Marble Nero

Marble stone
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

Marble Pure 1

Marble Pure 2

Marble Color

Marble Light Grey

4x

914 x 914 mm
2,5 mm
0,55 mm
3,34 m²

Marble Antraciet

39
Marble
RMPure
3110
2

1.5 Plank

Pro+ 14

Pro+ 14
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

Pro+ 46-1

Pro+ 45-2

Pro+ 45-4

4x

228 x 1499 mm
2,5 mm
0,55 mm
4,11 m²

Pro+ 45-2 / 45-4 / 46-1
Size:
228 x 1524 mm
Thickness:
2,5 mm
Wearlayer:
0,55 mm
Package content:
3,48 m²

4x

Pro+ 14
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Style 3 mm

TFD-3904

Style 3mm
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

TFD-93009

4x

228 x 1219 mm
3,0 mm
0,7 mm
3,34 m²

TFD-93009
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1603

Touch Leather

LZ & 1603
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

1603

LZ01

LZ04

LZ03

Black

White

4x

305 x 305 mm
3.0 mm
0.7 mm
1.86 m²

Black & White
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

457 x 457 mm
3.0 mm
0.7 mm
3.34 m²
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Espina
TFD’s products inspire and invite you to come up
with creative floors.
Not everyday, but certainly different and inspiring.
Think of a crazy accent color.
The Espina came from creative and inspiring
designs. This collection is available as a herringbone and as a long plank. The Espina is a beautiful collection with a natural look. This collection
has five colours, making it easy to combine with
different interiors.
Espina 1

Espina 3

Espina 4

Espina 5

Espina 6

Espina (herringbone)
Size:
150 x 750 mm
Thickness:
2,5 mm
Wearlayer:
0,55 mm
Package content:
4,05 m²

2x

Espina (plank size)
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

2x

228 x 1524 mm
2,5 mm
0,55 mm
4,86 m²
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Artep 4

Innovative Stone
This innovative flooring in stone optic is also
available in our unique magnetic flooring
system.

Artep 1

Artep 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 (dryback)
Size:
457 x 610 mm
Thickness:
2,5 mm
Wearlayer:
0,55 mm
Package content:
4,18 m²

4x

Artep 2

Artep 3

Artep 4

Artep 5

Artep
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

4x

457 x 610 mm
3,0 mm
0,7 mm
3,34 m²
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Balance 3603
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Balance 3603

Balance
In times when sustainability plays an increasingly
important role, it is right that a company like
TFD, which is deeply committed to nature, has a
modern, sustainable Ecological collection in its
product portfolio.

Balance 3602

Balance 3603

In addition to the most important property that
the Balance collection is PVC-free, it has a wear
class 43 despite the small total thickness of only 2
mm and a wear layer of 0.3 mm! This is the same
service class as our floors with a wear layer of 0.7.
This means that the balance can be used in all
areas.

Balance 3606

Balance
Size:
Thickness:
Wearlayer:
Package content:

Balance 3614

4x

Balance 3616

Balance 3617

2300 x 1500 mm
2,0 mm
0,3 mm
0 m²

Balance 3618
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Strips
914 x 30 x 30 mm /
914 x 30 x 25 mm

Black

Gray

Silver

Brown
Gold
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Roll glue
TFD Roll glue







Non-flammable
Solvent-free
Easy and safe to apply
Favourable spreading capacity
No grin through of adhesive trowel marks
High final bond strength

For the installation of TFD LVT panels and -tiles on smooth
subfloors. TDF adhesive is suitable for any type of subfloor that
has good tensile and compression strength.

LVT FIX 1.8
Our underlayment, the LVT Fix 1.8, is an 1.8 mm thick product
which forms a steady base for installing your LVT flooring. The
foil has an self-adhesive upside on which the LVT flooring can
be installed directly. It also provides a level surface, until 0.3 mm
imperfections, so there will be no need to use other levelling products to create a smooth and flat surface before installing LVT. This
foil makes it possible to install LVT flooring within a day’s work. It
also has a sound reduction of 15 dB, due to this sound reduction
it’s very suitable for apartment’s which demand a minimum sound
reduction. Next to the easy way of installing and the high level
of sound reduction, the foil is also suitable for floor heating and
-cooling, has an excellent thermical resistance and dynamic load.

Cleaning
TFD Cleaner
A LVT floor from TFD is easy to maintain. Regular vacuuming and
mopping with TFD Cleaner keeps your floor as new. So no expensive semi-annual polish operation is required! Your floor is just
beautiful. Without extra work.
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USP’s
of a TFD floor
Sustainable and recyclable
TFD floors consist of so-called Virgin PVC’s. It means that they are the first
quality PVC’s, pure and not polluted by lesser qualities. Our LVT floors can be
recycled for 100% and can be used to produce a different product. That’s how
we think about the future!

Anti-allergy
The comfortable TFD floors are moisture and dirt resistant and have an extra
durable PU top layer. For people (and animals) with an allergy it is of great
importance that the floor is clean. Dust mites and dirt cannot accumulate
due to the closed surface of the LVT floor. This prevents the provocation of
allergic reactions. Another advantage of the TFD LVT floor is that due to the
bacteriostatic property of LVT, the bacteria on the floor do not multiply.

Suitable for underfloor heating & cooling
The LVT floors from TFD are particularly suitable for use with underfloor
heating. And possibly in combination with the right subfloor you make efficient
use of this heat. The guideline for LVT is that the temperature on the underside
of the floor must not exceed 27ºC. Another advantage of the TFD LVT floor
is that the reverse also works. The floor is also ideal for floor cooling in the
summer. So you always have a pleasant warmth or coolness at home.

Moisture resistance and maintenance
All TFD LVT floors are water resistant and therefore very suitable for use in damp
rooms such as the kitchen or the bathroom. The LVT floors from TFD are easy to
maintain. Even when you have pets. Regular vacuuming is the most important
thing. If necessary, you can then mop the floor with a PH-neutral cleaner
without soap residue. We recommend our own TFD Cleaner, which has been
specially developed for our LVT floors.
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Shock-proof and sound-absorbing
The LVT floors from TFD are suitable for frequent and demanding use. They are
resistant to high point and pressure loads. Thanks to the hard wear-resistant
layer, ladies can walk across the floor with high heels. And when you want to
move the furniture, you do not have to worry about unsightly pressure points.
However, it is important that good felt caps are attached under the legs as
protection. A LVT floor from TFD provides minimum sound transfer and meets
the international noise standards. You can quietly read a book when the
children play in the adjoining room or watch TV.

Symbols and pictograms
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Welcome in our
Experience Center
Get inspired by the floors of TFD! Your dealer is ready to make an
appointment in our completely renewed TFD Experience Center in
Dalfsen, it’s allways at your disposal. You’re welcome.
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Headquarters
De Vesting 2
7722 GA Dalfsen
Netherlands
Phone
E-mail
Website

+31 529 431 466
info@tfd-floortile.com
www.tfd-floortile.com/en

TFD Deutschland GmbH
Germany
Phone
E-mail
Website
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+49 6502 50600-0
info@tfd-floortile.de
www.tfd-floortile.com/de
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